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It is that time once again. Time to ensure that ALL employees have completed
the mandated child abuse awareness training (CAAT). Employees with an
active SSO were auto-registered in the annual MyPLN course on July 6, 2022.
The deadline to complete the training and assessment is September 30,
2022. School-based administrators and non-school based administrative
supervisors, you must ensure that all employees that report to you complete
the training by the September 30 deadline. Click HERE for downloadable
directions to share with your staff.
Why the annual training? In compliance with the Child Abuse and Neglect
Reporting Act (CANRA) of the California Penal Code, the California
Education Code Section 44691 requires school districts, county offices of
education, state special schools and diagnostic centers operated by the
State Department of Education, and charter schools to annually train their
employees and persons working on their behalf in the duties of mandated
reporters under the child abuse reporting laws. The training shall include,
but not necessarily be limited to, training in child abuse and neglect
identification and child abuse and neglect reporting.
REMEMBER, the LAUSD takes failure to train and failure to report very
seriously. Avoid being called to a conference and possible disciplinary action
by always following the District’s policy to the letter of the law when it
comes to training and reporting. You ARE NOT relieved of your mandated
reporting responsibilities if an employee informs you of suspected child
abuse or neglect and you direct them to report. You should always follow up
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The annual training is part of the District-wide initiative to ensure that all District employees clearly understand their
duty to protect our students, and their individual responsibility as mandated reporters of suspected child abuse.
The training also certifies that employees understand their responsibilities in reporting suspected child abuse.
Immediate supervisors are strongly encouraged to collect a copy of the Certificate of Completion from everyone on
their staff and keep them on file for three years. Principals are to certify via the Administrator Certification Online
System, that they have reviewed child abuse laws, suspected child abuse reporting procedures, and prohibitions
against corporal punishment. In addition, principals are to develop a child abuse reporting plan for the site. MEM6338.8 (updated memo not available at time of publication)

CAAT FROM PAGE 1
and ensure that a report is filed. Be sure to also file an
iSTAR immediately.
Unfortunately, every year we still find administrators 6.
being challenged with the District’s reporting
requirements and therefore, are going to take the time 7.
to reiterate the necessary steps to follow with every
incident involving potential child abuse. BUL-1347.4,
Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Requirements,
mentions “reasonable suspicion” as a trigger to report 8.
suspected child abuse, in addition to actual knowledge.
When dealing with this possibility, suspend your
logic and assume there IS reasonable suspicion the
moment you know of the allegation. It is imperative
administrators take the following steps:
1. Call the appropriate local law enforcement
agency IMMEDIATELY. Discussing or reporting
suspected child abuse to the LAUSD’s School
Police Department (LASPD) does NOT fulfill the
responsibility to make a mandated report to an
appropriate child protective agency.
2. Document the agent’s name and badge number.
3. Ask: Am I to handle this administratively? Should
I investigate or NOT? May I conduct a concurrent
investigation? It is imperative to NOT begin an
investigation of any sort until advised to do so by
the agent.
4. Immediately following the call to law enforcement
consult with the Local District to determine if a call
to the Department of Children and Family Services
(DCFS) is warranted or not. You should also contact
the Local District if you need assistance determining
which agency to contact, i.e. law enforcement or
DCFS.
5. File an iSTAR. (Contact the Local District if you
need assistance in determining whether to keep the
2

9.

name of the victim, suspect, or both, confidential in
nature.) Otherwise, include the names of the victim
and suspect in the iSTAR.
Submit the written report to the agency you contacted
within 36 hours of receiving the information.
Email your administrator of operations, CoSA, and
operations coordinator the iSTAR number and a
brief synopsis, keeping the confidentiality of the
victim and suspect in mind.
If reporting suspected child-on-child abuse: a)
Call the appropriate local law enforcement agency;
b) contact the Student Discipline and Expulsion
Support Unit at 213/202-7555 to determine if
an expulsion proceeding is appropriate; c) seek
assistance from the Local District to determine if the
two students need to be immediately separated and
the best course of action to take; and d) request that
the Local District assist you with the development
of Individualized Safety Plans for the students. Note
child-on-child sexual abuse can potentially occur at
any age and grade level.
Update the iSTAR in real time, every time a
development arises, to memorialize the proactive
steps you are taking, and to document the support
the Local District is providing you.

Please do not let failure to file a SCAR and iSTAR
negatively impact your career! Immediately contact
your Local District administrator of operations, CoSA,
or operations coordinator if you need assistance with
this important and urgent requirement. Additional
resources regarding child abuse awareness and
reporting can be found on the LAUSD’s Division of
District Operations Child Abuse Awareness Training
site: https://achieve.lausd.net/Page/16930.
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Healthcare FAQs - TAKE CARE OF YOUR VOICE!
•
•
•

For site administrators and teachers, a new school year
means high use of their voices—voices loud enough
to be heard in rooms with poor acoustics, voices that
project well enough to be heard by 30 or more students
or by a faculty/staff of 40 or more, and voices loud
enough to be heard over environmental noises. Recent
studies show that 60% of all teachers are affected by voice
problems, resulting in a 20% absenteeism rate. Study
after study show that the demands of teacher talk pose a
high risk for voice-related problems such as hoarseness
(dysphonia), laryngitis, and vocal cord weakness. That
said, we mostly take our voices for granted and spend
little time during the workday to rest and care for our
voices. As administrators, we can protect our own voices
and help others by bringing awareness to the problem
and help reduce damage to our vocal cords.
Who is most at risk?
Not surprisingly, in a profession where women comprise
75% of all teachers, women are more prone to voice
problems between the ages of 40 and 55. They have
smaller larynxes with shorter vocal cords that vibrate
more quickly than men’s vocal cords. Teachers depend
on their voices for work and risk overusing their voices.

Does your throat often feel raw, achy, or strained?
Has it become an effort to talk?
Do you repeatedly clear your throat?

A “yes” to any one of these symptoms may indicate a
voice problem. A visit to your primary care physician
for referral (if needed) to an otolaryngologist (an ear,
nose, and throat specialist) can determine the cause.
Voice problems due to overuse or abuse may be reversed
through therapy by a speech-language pathologist in
tandem with lifestyle changes.
How can I help reduce or prevent voice-related
problems?

Some recommendations to prevent or reduce risks of
voice overuse and/or abuse include:
• Staying hydrated; caffeinated drinks don’t count,
• Resting one’s voice several times a day, such as
during groupwork or silent reading. A 15-minute
rest works wonders for your vocal cords.
• Relax your vocal cords by breathing from the
diaphragm, releasing breath slowly.
• Lower talking volume, speak slower, and refrain
from yelling
• Avoid throat clearing—it can damage vocal cords.
Drink sips of water when you feel the urge to clear
your throat.
• Use a steamer or humidifier to relax and sooth vocal
cords.
• Plan a visit to an otolaryngologist or speechlanguage therapist.

How do I know if anyone is experiencing a voice
problem?
According to the National Institute of Health, ask these
questions:
For additional information, see: Voice Disorders,
• Has your voice become hoarse or raspy?
Cleveland Clinic; 5 Ways to Protect Your Voice in the
• Do you have trouble hitting high notes when Classroom, NEA.
singing?
• Does your voice sound deeper?
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AALA’s bargaining team is hard at work preparing for upcoming
negotiations with the District. They are carefully reviewing
the Unit J survey results to ensure that member input drives
negotiations. The team is currently in training sessions to ensure
a clear understanding of the negotiations process prior to sitting
at the bargaining table.

District COVID Update - Did you read the latest District communication sent August
2nd regarding masking, testing, and quarantine guidelines? Click HERE for a copy.
Save the Date! AALA Fall Reception September 29, 2022, 4:30 p.m. at the Center at
Cathedral Plaza
Questions? Payroll questions: payrollsupport@lausd.net HR questions: askhr@lausd.net
Calling all AALA Members! Do you have a new administrator in your school or office? Do you know of a new
administrator? Please let them know about the benefits of AALA membership and have them complete the easy
form below:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdTTpn6QRag1mkFhGP7ojIzhmoeHn7urLOKfp6Nz4TSWVf
7Lw/viewform

Motivational Phrases to Inspire You
Never Give-Up

Gratitude Changes Everything

Sometimes We Find Ourselves Facing So Much
Adversity, We'd Do Anything To Escape It. That May
Mean Giving Up On Ourselves, Our Dreams, Or
Even Our Principles.
Everyone Faces Adversity. We Get To Choose How To
Respond
Endure
Own The Struggle
Feel. Break Wide Open

Live With Intention And An Open Heart
Cultivate What Sparks Falling In Love With Being
Alive
Make Life An Adventure
Our Fierce Love Keeps Us
Going
Love Changes The World
Transforming Lives And Building A Kinder And
More Inclusive Future!
Winners Never Quit, And Quitters Never Win. Vince
Lombardi

Turn Pain Into Purpose
Foster Empathy
Celebrate Diversity
Kindness Matters
Perfection Is Not A Goal
Be Human
4

Ravi Narayanan - Retired Quality Analyst ||Business
Consultant||Brand Promotion Expert||
expert||Creativity expert||Guidance expert

Motivation
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AALA Salutes Diamond Level Scholarship
Corporate Sponsor CDWG’s Very Own Gary Patten
If you haven’t already, meet Gary Patten. Gary is a familiar face with the Los Angeles Unified School District
(LAUSD), having been involved with the organization for more than 12 years. During his time working with
LAUSD, Gary supported both students and teachers by making the classroom better and more engaging through
technology. His passion paid off, and graduation rates increased 10% while in one of his roles. In 2019 Gary received
the President’s Award for his longtime support of
Associated Administrators of Los Angeles (AALA)
and the students of LAUSD.
More recently, Gary has been supporting LAUSD
through his work at CDWG. Gary chose CDWG
because he felt he could leverage the expertise of a
$22B industry leader to support and enrich LAUSD
by advising on new initiatives, providing effective
and efficient technology services and leveraging the
company’s purchasing volume with the more than
150,000 partners (Microsoft, Intel, Google, Lenovo,
Boxlight) to provide LAUSD the best value at the
best price point.
This year Gary sponsored AALA at the diamond level. Additionally, he leveraged his partner relationships to
raise $35,000 for this year’s scholarship awardees. The additional money allowed AALA to raise each of the 35
awardee’s scholarship from $2,000 to $2,500 and extend 17 additional $1,000 scholarships. He also organized six
Boxlight panels to be set up around the scholarship dinner to display the students to the crowd as they received their
awards. Further, Gary gave each student a CDWG backpack and a Chromebook (compliments of Boxlight) to
start their new collegiate adventure in the fall.
You may have met Gary at AALA events this past April and May or one of the three administrator’s meetings
in June. CDWG sponsored LDNE’s administrator meeting at Panorama High School and provided FrontRow
audio equipment for each of the 19 breakout sessions in addition to 12 Boxlight panels for staff to sign in and
display event information throughout the campus. This same support from Gary and CDWG was also at the LD
East principal meeting at USC and their assistant principal meeting at Bravo Medical Magnet. At each of these
three CDWG sponsored events Gary helped organize a raffle of product donations through CDWG’s partners.
Boxlight, FrontRow, ASUS, GoGuardian donated a total of over $16,000 in equipment to each school.
Currently, Gary is working with LAUSD and CDWG partners Microsoft, Intel and ASUS to help create an eSports
network for students which will help student attendance, motivate them to achieve more in the classroom and
provide a number of new career pathways for their future.
Gary Patten of CDWG is our featured AALA sponsor because he truly cares about LAUSD student outcomes
and the community of Los Angeles.
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What Teachers Want You To Know:
A Note to School Administrators
Most of us will never
fully understand
the difficulty of your
job, the pressures from parents, community members,
central office, students, and teachers. How mandates are
Dear School Administrator,
I begin this letter with some hesitation, because I know passed down without your input. How things like safety
you were a teacher once. Nothing I say here should be and the budget weigh on you. The dozens of decisions
new to you. So why would I ask you to take the time to you make every hour. How you protect your staff in ways
they will never know, how you do things for kids that
listen?
no one ever sees. We forget how, unlike when you were
It’s because I talk to teachers every day. They share their in the classroom and had plenty of colleagues to vent to
thoughts on social media, in the comments they leave on when things got tough, you are now mostly alone. How
my blog, and in private emails. I see how many of them you miss out on so much of the good stuff: Because you’re
are struggling. Some are engaged in a healthy struggle, constantly putting out fires and making sure the ship
the “good stress” of working at a challenging job. If keeps sailing, you don’t get to experience so much of the
we think of teacher stress as a continuum, I would put joy of educating young people. You don’t have time to
these teachers at the healthy end.
really get to know kids, to make memories with them and
At the other end, the struggle has a different character, impact them in small ways all year long. We don’t often
a kind of desperation that goes beyond “good stress.” consider the fact that despite doing your very best, you
Teachers at that end of the continuum are panicked. always have to disappoint someone.
Many nights they go home and cry. They don’t sleep. Most of us will never sit behind an administrator’s desk,
They can’t concentrate. And they are thinking seriously so when we consider how your actions impact us, we
about leaving the profession altogether.
would be wise to remember that we can never truly
After listening to thousands of teachers tell their stories, understand all of your decisions because we don’t have
I have reached the conclusion that there is one deciding your responsibilities.
factor that determines where teachers will fall on the With that said, there are a few things your teachers
continuum, one element that makes the difference would like you to know. I’m taking the liberty of speaking
in whether the teachers in any given school will lean for them here because many don’t feel free to speak for
toward positive and productive or desperate and themselves. But if they felt comfortable telling you,
crushed: That element is the administrator. Behind they would probably ask you to consider one of the
every teacher story is an administrator who is interpreting following five things, five actions they wish you would
policy, setting expectations, and establishing a tone that take to help them become the best teachers they can be
will determine the quality of their teachers’ work, and for the students you all serve.
by extension, the education their students receive. If too
many teachers are drowning at the unhealthy end of the If you’re already doing these things, then you’re
continuum—and our current teacher shortage (https:/ probably not the intended audience for this letter.
www.cnn.com/2017/08/21/health/teacher-shortage- Also, your teachers probably love you like crazy. But if
datatrnd/index.html)suggests that this is the case— you’re not doing some of them, my hope is that you’ll find
then too many administrators are tolerating, or creating, something here to reflect on as you work to move your
unhealthy working conditions. Administrators who may staff closer to the healthy end of the continuum....
have forgotten what it’s like to be a teacher.
(Please download PDF to read the 5 actions)

AALA thanks School Support Administrators Lucy
Hunt, Ph.D. and Kevin Kilpatrick for sharing this
blog. Please click HERE for a copy of the entire blog
written by Jennifer Gonzalez, Cult of Pedagogy.
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EDST TRAINING FOR ADMINISTRATORS
Human Resources invites administrators to participate
in EDST201 to review the Educator Development and
Support: Teacher (EDST) processes, prepare for the
2022-23 school year and learn about the revised Teaching
and Learning Framework. This training is a 1-hour
interactive, virtual training available for administrators
who are evaluating teachers, non-classroom teachers,
and counselors. Training is available on the following
dates:
• August 12 (9:00-10:00 a.m.)
• August 24 (3:30 – 4:30 p.m.)
• August 31 (3:30 – 4:30 p.m.)
Registration is available via My Professional Learning
Network (keyword: EDST201).
EDST SUMMER CALIBRATION 2022
Human Resources Division, Educator Development
and Support (EDS) unit invites you to participate in
the annual calibration event for administrators who
have completed the Observer Certification Training.
Participation helps ensure that teacher observation
ratings are accurate when implementing the District’s
EDS process and administrators may even improve
their accuracy ratings.
The calibration event will be offered online via the My
Professional Growth System (MyPGS) during the
different windows listed below. Please click this link to
register.

pathway for educators to become school site
administrators. Applications for the Aspiring Programs
may be found in MyLAUSD or at the following links
(APP or AAPP). Information sessions have been
scheduled via zoom on the following dates:
Local District Date

Time

Zoom Link

Central

8/5/22

2:30 pm

https://lausd.zoom.
us/j/8891508795

East

8/3/22

11:00 am

https://lausd.zoom.
us/j/7556269282

Northeast

8/4/22

3:30 pm

https://lausd.zoom.
us/j/3634149347

Northwest

8/4/22

3:00 pm

https://lausd.zoom.
us/j/7768781049

West

8/4/22

1:00 pm

https://lausd.zoom.
us/j/6815957134

South

Interested candidates may attend sessions for
any Local District

If you cannot attend a session in your Local District,
feel free to attend any of the other session offerings.
Please contact Alex Wagner or Rosie Elmore with any
Participants will watch a recorded lesson and align and questions you might have.
rate evidence for the 15 focus elements of the LAUSD
Teaching and Learning Framework revised for 2022- 2022-23 ASSIGNMENT MONITORING AND
2023. More information will be made available in the CREDENTIALING RESOURCES
certification tab of the MyPGS platform. If you have For information on assignment monitoring training
questions or need assistance, please contact a member and updates on credentialing resources please click
here. Additional support is available by contacting your
of the EDS Team at mypgs@lausd.net.
Credentials and Contract Specialist.
2022-23 ASPIRING ADMINISTRATOR PROGRAMS
The Aspiring Assistant Principal (AAPP) and Aspiring
Principal Programs (APP) are the District’s promotional
•
•

July 20 – August 12 (A and E Basis Administrators)
July 29 – August 12 (B Basis Administrators)

AUGUST 8, 2022- AALA Update
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Personnel Commission Updates
The Personnel Commission welcomes back all AALA members! We are ready to provide inspiring service to
meet all of your classified hiring needs. In addition, Organizational Excellence will be sponsoring professional
development entitled “Inspiring Service” for school office staff. These workshops are just in time to prepare for the
opening of school offices with a focus on offering a welcoming environment to students, parents, and other school
visitors. Multiple sessions are offered so that all office staff may attend. Email invitations will be sent to your school
office staff for them to register. Please see the schedule below for sessions planned in your Local District. We look
forward to spending time with your school office staff as we explore this valuable subject of Inspired Service!
Inspired Service – Welcoming Environment
Professional Development Opportunity for School Office Staff

Use AmazonSmile and Fund AALA Scholarships!
You can support your favorite charity through AmazonSmile, a special Amazon
program that donates 0.5% of eligible purchases to designated non-profit
organizations. On your first visit to AmazonSmile (https://smile.amazon.com),
you will be asked to select a charity of your choice. AALA urges its members and friends to designate Friends of
AALA to receive a donation and help fund the scholarships we provide each spring to graduating LAUSD students.
This year, AALA awarded a total of 52 scholarships! Bookmark AmazonSmile and go there every time you make
an Amazon purchase. Don’t think you will make a difference? Look at how much has been raised without doing
anything other than signing on using the smile.amazon. com link!
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Is Your School a WASC Member? Then Connecting
the Dots of Accreditation is a Must Read For You!
WASC accreditation is a continuous cycle of improvement. It should
not be an event, rather it is a framework for continuous school change.
Authors Barry R. Groves and Marilyn S. George hit a home run
with Connecting the Dots of Accreditation: Leadership, Coherence, and
Continuous Improvement. As every successful school leader knows,
there is always room for growth. The book focuses on the following:
[an] Introduction to Connecting the Dots; What Is Accreditation?;
Setting the Stage: A Brief Historical Perspective; Why School
Accreditation?; [the] Accreditation Process: Guiding Principles
and Core Elements; Creating Coherence Through Accreditation;
Leadership: Using Accreditation as a Tool for Building Capacity; Five
Examples of Successful Accreditation Implementation; Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion in School Accreditation; Lessons Learned:
Accreditation as a Continuous Improvement Process; Accreditation
Questions and the Future.
How do school leaders build a collaborative, cohesive culture to
ensure high quality learning for all students? This book provides a
practical, succinct guide for educators on “how” the core elements
of the accreditation process can unite a school in its transformative,
continuous improvement journey. The authors explain “what
is accreditation” and elaborate on using the core elements for
schoolwide involvement and collaboration in determining the
effectiveness of a school’s program and systems and the impact on student learning through a perpetual cycle
of assessing, planning, implementing, monitoring and reassessing.
The authors clarify the “why” of accreditation and provide case studies of schools that have used accreditation
as a coherent framework to build the capacity for change. The lessons learned from many educators embracing
accreditation also provide further insights. Readers will deepen their understanding of how the accreditation
process honors educators’ desire to be self-directed in their passion for learning and well-being for all students.
They will understand how accreditation builds and strengthens the trust, engagement, ownership and dialogue
among all, viewing the school as a professional learning community. Educational leaders will value the book
for its realistic approach to connecting the dots of leadership, coherence, continuous improvement through
accreditation.
Barry R. Groves is the President of the Accrediting Commission for Schools, Western Association of Schools
and Colleges (WASC). Marilyn S. George, Executive Vice President of the Accrediting Commission for Schools,
Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC), has actively been involved in all aspects of accreditation
that support school change for almost 40 years.
How do you get a copy? You can order directly from the publisher Rowman and Littlefield and use promo code
RLEGEN20 for a 20% discount. Or you can order from Amazon.
AUGUST 8, 2022- AALA Update
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LEADERSHIP IS A CALLING,
WE ARE YOUR PARTNER

Doctor of Education

in Leadership, Curriculum, and Instruction (EdD)
Our EdD program investigates the changing landscape of education. We assist working professionals
to identify problems and find high-quality solutions that promote positive organizational culture and
results-driven growth. Westcliff emphasizes the importance of contributions to the field of education by
synthesizing research, honing leadership skills, and redefining curriculum and instruction.

START YOUR APPLICATION TODAY! LEARN MORE AT WESTCLIFF.EDU
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In Memoriam
LLOYD S. JOHNSON - Principal of Bryson Ave Elementary and Park Avenue Elementary School. Mr. Johnson
retired on June 29, 1984 and passed away on July 19, 2022. Services were private.

Note to Applicants: Please be advised that you are responsible for
making sure all the District requirements have been met. Do not contact
AALA for information regarding positions; for detailed requirements
for positions and employment updates use the contact phone number
provided in the announcement or visit the District website at http://
www.lausdjobs.org (classified) or http://achieve.lausd.net/Page/1566
(certificated). Employees who change basis during the school year may
not earn a full year of service credit and annualized employees who
change their basis during the year may sustain an annualized settlement.

CERTIFICATED positions are-open to certificated and classified employees who meet the position
requirements.
Click HERE for school based positions

Click HERE for non-school based positions

CLASSIFIED positions are open to certificated and classified employees who meet the position requirements.
Click HERE for current job opportunities.

DO YOU WANT AALA WINGS?
For as little as $5 or $10 per pay period you can earn some! This is the simplest way to become an AALA Angel.
Think about it, for about the cost of a latte or spirit you can fund college dreams. And who knows, the scholar you
support may someday saves lives.
AALA established FRIENDS OF AALA, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation in January 2011 to fund our student
scholarship program for deserving LAUSD students. This Spring AALA awarded 35 $2,500 and 17 $1,000
scholarships to graduating seniors representing high schools and community adult schools. The Board of Friends
of AALA meets its annual fundraising goal by seeking donations from AALA’s active and alumni members, private
foundations, service clubs, organizations, and businesses. The generosity of these donors is much appreciated.
Click HERE and earn your wings! All donations to FRIENDS OF AALA are tax deductible.

YOUR GENEROSITY FUNDS DREAMS
AUGUST 8, 2022- AALA Update
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Interest Groups - News You Can Use
Bystanders Take Action!

Learn how you can help stop Asian American harassment—safely
Asian American and xenophobic
harassment and COVID-19 racism
are on the rise across the US — and
the world. And victims are
experiencing a profound loss of
physical safety, emotional
wellbeing, relationship stability and
financial security as a result.
Tuesday, August 9, 2022

12:00 to 1:00 PST

Register for the Zoom webinar at:
https://aaajla.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_HgTV5juaTvi_NXAjsc-Ztg
If you have any questions, please contact Christina Yang at cyang@advancingjustice-la.org

What you’ll learn
In this training, we will:
•Reflect on what anti-Asian and xenophobic
harassment looks like
•Learn the history of anti-Asian/American harassment
in the US
•Learn how to safely intervene to stop harassment
online and in-person
•Practice the 5D’s of Bystander Intervention

Distract

Delegate

Document
Delay

Direct

Brought to you by:

Click here to learn more about Advancing Justice-LA and our fight against discrimination.

AdvancingJustice-LA.org

INTEREST GROUPS>> PAGE 13
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Click HERE for more information including registration and lodging.

Calling All Professional Groups!
AALA publishes Interest Group information
weekly. Do you have news to share? Please
contact President Paiz or info@aala.us with
your information and we will share it with all
AALA members.
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